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Monitoring of biological response to clopidogrel after treatment for non-cardioembolic ischemic stroke or transient ischemic attack
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Abstract:
Background and purpose: Biological response to clopidogrel prescribed after a non-cardioembolic ischemic stroke or transient ischemic attack (TIA) has been little studied. The aim of our study (AAPIX) was to assess this response and investigate the agreement between different biological assays in revealing poor responders. Methods: Patients hospitalized following a non-cardioembolic ischemic stroke or transient ischemic attack (TIA) and prescribed clopidogrel were consecutively included from September 2013 to November 2015 in the Stroke Center of Saint-Etienne Hospital. Blood was drawn after 5 to 8 days of standard-dose clopidogrel. Light transmission aggregometry (LTA) and flow cytometric assays, using vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein [VASP] and CD62P, were accomplished for all patients. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed for a poor clopidogrel-responder and for a patient with discordant platelet assay results (platelet reactivity index (PRI) >50% and maximum platelet aggregation <70%), after activation with adenosine diphosphate (ADP) 10 µM. Results: 72 patients were included. According to LTA, VASP assay and CD62P test results, 65%, 71% and 0% of patients, respectively, had a low response to clopidogrel, indicating poor agreement between these assays. Images of ADP-activated platelet samples from a patient manifesting a low response to clopidogrel and from a patient with discordant platelet assay results showed an ultrastructural pattern typical of activation and a state of slight activation, respectively. Conclusions: Platelet function results obtained using different assays for patients having experienced a non-cardioembolic ischemic stroke or TIA were discordant. Transmission electron microscopy could be useful in certain clinical contexts when platelet function assay results disagree.
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Introduction
Poor biological response to clopidogrel has been extensively studied in cardiovascular patients [1], but the results of the ARCTIC and ANTARCTIC clinical trials recently called into question the therapeutic value of personalized antiplatelet therapy monitored by platelet function assays [1, 2].

The choice of therapeutic strategy for patients hospitalized after a non-cardioembolic ischemic stroke or a transient ischemic attack (TIA) is limited and based solely on the prescription of an antiplatelet agent. Aspirin is the first-line treatment following a non-cardioembolic ischemic stroke but if its use is contraindicated, clopidogrel [3, 4] can be prescribed instead. In this specific clinical setting, monitoring of platelet response to clopidogrel remains pertinent. Publications concerning poor biological response to clopidogrel after ischemic stroke are scarce [5-14] and the optimal biological assay has not yet been found. Platelet ultrastructure
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has been studied in acute ischemic stroke patients [15] using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and gives a reliable estimation of the state of platelet activation based on platelet shape changes and aggregation.

The aim of our study was to assess poor biological response to clopidogrel in non-cardioembolic ischemic stroke or TIA patients using three different platelet function assays and to evaluate the agreement among these assays. We also evaluated platelet activation using TEM for a patient responding poorly to clopidogrel and for a patient with discordant results according to light transmittance aggregometry (LTA) and the VASP assay.

The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (no. NCT01955642) and approved by the French health authorities and the local ethics committee. A signed consent form was provided by each patient included.

Materials and methods

Patients

Consecutive patients hospitalized in the Neurovascular Unit of Saint-Etienne University Hospital Center following a non-cardioembolic ischemic stroke or TIA and prescribed treatment with clopidogrel alone were prospectively included between September 2013 and November 2015 in the Stroke Center of Saint-Etienne Hospital.

Clopidogrel (Plavix 75 mg; Sanofi Pharma Bristol-Myers Squibb SNC, Paris, France) was prescribed at the standard dose of 75 mg per day. A full description of the study population is provided in a previous publication [16].

Evaluation of the biological response to clopidogrel using LTA and flow cytometric assays

The LTA and VASP assay methodologies have been previously described [16, 17].

For the CD62P assay, platelets from platelet-rich plasma (PRP) were activated with ADP 10 µM for 10 minutes, then fixed with Thrombofix Platelet Stabilizer (BD, Galway, Ireland). Platelets were identified by means of a monoclonal antibody directed against CD61 and conjugated with PECy7 (CD61-PECy7, clone SZ21, Beckman Coulter). Activated platelets were labeled with an anti-human monoclonal antibody against CD62P and conjugated with phycoerythrin (CD62P-PE, clone CLB-Thromb/6, Beckman Coulter). Aliquots (10 µl) of fixed activated PRP were incubated in polyethylene tubes (Falcon, BD Bioscience, Le Pont de Claix, France) for 15 minutes with 5 µl of CD62P-PE and 10 µl of CD61-PC7 in a dark room at room temperature. The reaction was stopped by adding 500 µL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and the samples were immediately analyzed using a Navios flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter). The percentage of CD62P-positive platelets was determined after activation with ADP and expressed as the geometric mean value using the Excel Geomean function.

Definitions of low biological response to clopidogrel according to the biological assay

LTA: maximum percentage platelet aggregation >70% following activation by 10 µM ADP.

VASP assay: PRI >50%.

CD62P assay: percentage of CD62P-positive platelets >90%.

For LTA and the VASP assay, published threshold values were used [1]. The threshold value for the CD62P test corresponded to the median value determined for 10 healthy donors from the regional branch of the French Blood Transfusion Service (EFS Auvergne-Loire, Saint-Etienne, France).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

Platelet-rich plasma samples from a poor responder to clopidogrel and from a patient with discordant clopidogrel response values in LTA and the VASP assay were fixed at rest and after 10-minute activation with 10 µM ADP, treated with OsO4, dehydrated in alcohol baths of increasing concentration and embedded in epoxy resin. Ultra-thin sections were cut and treated with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Sections were examined at high magnification using a transmission electron microscope (H-800, Hitachi) at 100 KV.

Statistical analysis

The linear regression between two variables was assessed using Pearson’s test.
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Correlation coefficients (R²) and P-values were calculated with a significance threshold of <0.05 using Microsoft Excel.

Results
Seventy-two patients were included in the study. Using LTA, 47 (65%) patients were classified as poor responders to clopidogrel and 25 (35%) as good responders.

The VASP assay discriminated 51 (71%) patients as poor responders to clopidogrel and 21 (29%) as good responders. 15 patients showed discordant platelet assay results, with a PRI >50% in the VASP assay, but a maximal aggregation of <70% using LTA. No patient was identified as a poor responder to clopidogrel with the CD62P assay.

Overall, there was poor agreement between the results of LTA, the VASP assay and the CD62P (CD62P) assay (Figure 1). Linear regression analyses yielded R² values of 0.14, 0.09 and 0.1 respectively, for the VASP assay vs. LTA (Figure 1A), the CD62P assay vs. the VASP assay (Figure 1B) and the CD62P assay vs. LTA (Figure 1C) with statistically significant P values (<0.05) of 0.001, 0.001 and 0.006, respectively.

TEM images from patients treated with clopidogrel are displayed in Figure 2. Platelet samples were examined before activation (in the resting state) and after activation by 10-minute exposure to 10 µM ADP. Ultrastructural analysis of a resting platelet sample from a patient presenting discordant assay results (a PRI >50% in the VASP assay, but a maximal aggregation of <70% using LTA) showed a discoid shape, the presence of alpha and delta granules and a dense tubular system (Figure 2A).
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Figure 2. Transmission electron microscopy images of citrated platelet samples from patients treated with clopidogrel. An accelerating voltage of 100 kV was chosen. Ultrastructural patterns of platelet samples at rest (A and C), platelet samples activated by exposure to 10 µM ADP for 10 minutes (B, D and E), comprising platelet samples from a poor responder to clopidogrel (C-E), and platelet samples from a patient with discordant assay results (A, B). Magnification: (A, B) × 20,000, (C, E) × 30,000, (D) × 10,000.

Patient after exposure to ADP (Figure 2B) revealed a state of slight activation manifested by the presence of pseudopodia and a dilated open canalicular system (OCS).

TEM images from a resting platelet sample from a poor biological responder to clopidogrel showed moderate activation, with reorganization of the OCS and granule centralization (Figure 2C). Images obtained after platelet exposure to ADP showed strong platelet activation, with the formation of platelet aggregates and the presence of cell projections visible at both low and high magnification (Figure 2D and 2E).

Discussion

Surprisingly, numerous patients were classified as poor responders to clopidogrel according to both LTA and VASP assays. This could be explained by the prescription of a single antiplatelet agent rather than dual antiplatelet therapy in view of the bleeding risk associated with ischemic stroke. Furthermore, in the acute phase of non-cardioembolic ischemic stroke, platelets are highly activated and substantial percentages of poor responders to clopidogrel have been reported [18-20]. The cut-off value defining poor response is probably too low for patients having experienced ischemic stroke or TIA.

Interestingly, no patient was classified as a poor responder to clopidogrel according to the CD62P assay. One explanation for this result could be the choice of an inappropriate cut-off value for poor response in the context of ischemic stroke. The cut-off value in the CD62P assay was calculated from values obtained in healthy volunteers under the same experimental conditions as those used for our patients. Several cut-off values have been published [18-20] but we did not choose any of these because the experimental conditions employed were different from ours, involving retreatment of the platelets with PGE1 and use of a different flow cytometer.

The poor correlation between the different assays in our study could be explained by their assessment of different mechanisms of platelet activation. LTA reflects platelet aggregation due to conformational changes in platelet membrane GPIIb/IIIa glycoproteins leading to increased affinity for fibrinogen. The VASP assay evaluates P2Y12 receptor activity, while the CD62P assay measures the externalization of CD62P from alpha granules to the platelet membrane during platelet activation. The use
of multiple assays to identify a truly poor responder is recommended [21].

The TEM images of ADP-treated platelets from a poor responder to clopidogrel and from a patient with discordant clopidogrel response values in the LTA and VASP assay provide valuable information, as platelet ultrastructure reflects the state of platelet activation. A low response to clopidogrel is clearly indicated by the pattern of platelet activation during clopidogrel treatment revealed by this technique. TEM could therefore be used when biological assays are not concordant and not conclusive for specific clinical cases. This approach could be very helpful for patient care. These preliminary results warrant more extensive studies in a new clinical trial.

Conclusions

TEM could be particularly useful in specific clinical contexts when the results of different platelet function assays are discordant.

This transverse study involved a clinical and a research team. The manuscript was written by NM, with revision of English by GL. AM and NM were responsible for assay analysis. PG and PM supervised the clinical and pharmacological aspects of the study. The clinical team was also involved in interpretation of the results.
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